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ARTS

Five Things to Do in New

York’s Art Scene June 12-16
From live music to lm screenings to

Old Masters returning home, these

are NYC's hottest art happenings that

don't require an invite.
By Dan Duray • 06/12/23 11:02am

Welcome to Things to Do, our weekly roundup of happenings in the ever-

buzzing New York art scene. Here, we present an expertly curated list of the

best goings on that don’t require an invite—but might require that you

reserve a spot in advance. Be sure to check StubHub, SeatGeek and

Craigslist for ticketed events that may have sold out. People in the art world

are often double-booked and love secondary markets.

Wednesday June 14th and Thursday June 15th

‘Party Girl’ 4k Restoration Screening

‘P tyar . Girl.’ 1995 US irA. D ect d e by isDa y Mvon Scherler ayer. Courtesy of Photofest

heT Museum of rt, Modern A 1 1 West 53rd ., St riva sous time

ho ghT u it’s not artt abou plex litic e y, th new 4k restor n atio of lt1995s cu

l icc sas Girlrty Pa is cs enre g in at MAMo this itd week, an ’s a must watch rfo

ine thos or adjacent to th arte herlwo wd, re som imeset it’s hard to know if

th orte parties supp th tue cul re or vice ve a. rs Parker Posey delivers her best

non-Christopher Guest-directed performance in this love letter to a bygone

downtown New York directed by Daisy von Scherler Mayer.
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A rendering of audiences walking into Sonic Sphere in The Shed’s McCourt space, 2023. Courtesy The Shed

The Shed, 545 West 30th Street, 10 p.m.

For the summer, The Shed at Hudson Yards has built a 65-foot-diameter

spherical concert hall suspended in the air in the venue’s 115-foot-tall

McCourt. It’s designed for “immersive, 3-D sound and light explorations of

music by boundary-pushing artists.” Things kick off this week with shows by

yunè pinku, praised by The Guardian for her “rare ability to warp 30 years of

rave culture into melodic new shapes, with hints of Radiohead, psych and

hyperpop.”

Thursday June 15th

Opening: “a signal urgent but breaking”

Wednesday June 14th and Friday June 16th

yunè pinku at the Sonic sphere

Phoebe Littl .e  ‘Like Salt on a Snail,’ 2023. Oil on linen. 121.9 x 152.4 cm. Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin.

Perrotin gallery, 130 Orchard Street, 6-8 p.m.

If you’ve skipped Art Basel this week—and if you’re reading this feature,

odds are good that you have—you can still get a preview of the next big

names in art at Perrotin’s show of the Yale MFA Painting and Printmaking

Class of 2023. These artists are sure to go on to great things, and the show’s

press releas ,e  written by one of the program’s co-teachers, promises a

strong unifying theme: “Emerging into a post-pandemic cultural landscape,

the cohort reminds us of the profound lessons learned since 2020: to dig

deep roots and hold as precious our immediate worlds; to value the

exploration and expression of self, extracted from conventional routines and

institutional systems; and to recognize the vital need to care intensely about

those who navigate these precarious times with us.”
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Rachel Libeskind, ‘The good man, skilled in speaking,’ 2023. Courtesy signs and symbols

signs and symbols gallery, 249 East Houston St., 6-8 p.m.

Taking its title from a Jenny Holzer piece, Untitled (A Real Torture Would…),

from In�ammatory Essays, 1979–1982, this all-female group exhibition

features the work of Rachael Catharine Anderson, Sarah Anderson,

Shaqayeq Arabi, Annabel Daou, Ornella Fieres, Karen Finley, Jeewi Lee,

Rachel Libeskind, Linder, Pola Sieverding and Ann Weathersby. The show

concerns what it means to be a woman and an artist at the same time. A

REAL TORTURE WOULD BE TO BUILD A SPARKLING CAGE WITH 2-WAY

MIRRORS AND STEEL BARS, the Holzer piece begins.

Thursday June 15th

Opening: “THE DELICATE THINGS THAT GIRLS DO”

https://observer.com/2019/10/jenny-holzer-gun-violence-rockefeller-center-creative-time/
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Return of the Vermeers: New Insights on Three

Masterworks

Three paintings by Vermeer (from left, ‘Girl Interrupted at Her Music,’ ‘Mistress and Maid,’ and ‘Of�cer and

Laughing Girl’) as shown at Frick Madison by The Frick Collection. Photo: Joseph Coscia Jr.

Frick Madison, 945 Madison Avenue

There are only 35 works attributed to the Dutch Master Johannes Vermeer,

and the recently closed landmark show at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam

brought together 27 of them. Should you have missed that show, you can

puff your chest with some local pride and visit the three Vermeers in the

collection of the Frick when they are placed on view back home this week.

Welcome back, Of�cer and Laughing Girl, Girl Interrupted at Her Music, and

Mistress and Maid. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, for its part, loaned

Young Woman with a Lute and Allegory of the Catholic Faith, to be back on

view soon.

Have an upcoming event that may be worth our readers’ time? Drop me an

email at artnews@observer.com.

Thursday June 15th
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Rachael Catharine
Anderson

Rachael Catharine Anderson paints from observation, recording interactions between ephemera. 
Anderson’s main artistic influence is her unique upbringing on a small apple orchard and flower 
farm in Ohio, where she trained her ability to discern the subtleties of organic form, change, and 
interconnectedness.

Rachael Catharine Anderson. Image by Sarah Wonderling.

For more of Anderson’s work, visit her website or Instagram.

Anderson was always drawn to creative pursuits, even as a child. As she got older, she began experimenting with 
a variety of materials, like metalwork, sculpture, photography, moving images, and painting. Anderson calls each 
phase of experimentation a “creative love affair,” conveying her genuine pull toward all things artistic. She 
studied painting and drawing at The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. She then received her MFA at 
Yale University, where she concentrated on traditional oil painting from observation.

https://www.madeinbed.co.uk/emerging/26yjkgpzez8r3oh9x9ftrm3lj0z9ty
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Anderson cultivates this particular aspect of her process by documenting how light, colour, space, form, pattern, 
and time interact with objects like those she used in a still life or found in her garden. To her, these exchanges of 
minutiae open up a new aesthetic sphere. The wholly physical process of observing the textures of these 
relationships feels contemplative to Anderson, and she often finds herself consumed by the objects of her focus. 
She especially leans into the uncertainty generated by natural relationships, the idea that anything might 
irreversibly change at any moment.

Red Branches, 2023. Oil on canvas. 157.48 x 132.08 x 3.81 cm. All artwork images courtesy of the artist and signs and symbols gallery, 

New York.

Looking Glass (2023), Compost Clock (2022), and Red Branches (2023) were all created from still life arrangements in 
Anderson’s studio and outside her driveway in New Haven, Connecticut, where Yale is located. Carefully chosen, 
the objects all investigate the configuration of stacked objects in space and direct the viewer to consider the 
structure of the things that surround them. Specifically, the crimson of the branches in Looking Glass and Red 
Branches lends the otherwise ordinary twigs a miraculous quality, removing them from their natural context. Details 
like these allow Anderson to explore strangeness and moments in paintings that get lost in translation. Her 
compositional approach verges toward surrealism, yet her works’ asymmetry clearly demonstrates the link they share 
with the natural world.



Looking Glass, 2023. Oil on canvas. 60.96 x 45.72 x 3.81 cm.

Time is also a crucial component of Anderson’s work. In Looking Glass, the mirror serves as a vessel for time travel, 
facilitating the extension of an object’s life throughout time. In many of her works, we decipher forms in various 
states of blooming and decay. Therefore, Anderson’s artwork inhabits a distinct temporal plane where multiple 
phases of an object’s life cycle exist at once. In Compost Clock, for example, an apple trails throughout the earthy 
levels of the painting, fluctuating between eaten and uneaten. Anderson’s perceptive skill is as much a subject of her 
work as the objects she records and the inspiration of her upbringing.

Compost Clock, 2022. Oil on canvas. 182.88 x 208.28 cm.



Anderson created Green Spectral Entry (2022) with the concept of time in mind, charting the visual development 
of a tangle of plants on the side of her neighbour’s house over one month. The resulting work is a journal of the 
plants’ evolution, chronicling each leaf and branch as it changed over the month. Anderson also aimed for a 
ghostly overtone in the piece, achieved through the clouding of paint in areas throughout the canvas and the 
silhouette-like quality of the white leaves compared to the green.

Green Spectral Entry, 2022. Oil on canvas. 182.88 x 182.88 x 3.81 cm. Photo by Etienne Frossard.

Anderson encourages her viewer to appreciate the everyday, to look harder at the objects that compose our 
quotidian lives that we may take for granted. Along with the influence her upbringing has on her production, she 
also looks at Old Masters like Leonardo and Juan Sánchez Cotán, John Singer Sargent, and the Pre-Raphaelites. 
She is particularly drawn to the Pre-Raphaelites’ depiction of space, relationships between non-humans, and, 
notably, their painting methods from observation. Anderson is also compelled by the rich colours of Fra Angelico, 
mirrored in her current colour palette of cobalt blues, iron oxides, crimson, green, and cadmium red.

Her artistic future will involve drawing more human figures, emphasising intimacy between the human body and 
the biosphere. Anderson works between her studio and the flower farm she grew up on, creating a distinctive 
brand of still life that reflects her many inspirations. She is represented by signs and symbols on the Lower East 
Side in Manhattan, where her work was on display in the recent show Bouquets from March 30 to April 29. She 
will have her first solo exhibition at signs and symbols in November 2023.

Gabriella Hetu
Emerging Artist Co-Editor, MADE IN BED
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Looking to the Ground: An 
Interview with Rachael Anderson
February 27, 2022 · by elizabethlevie

Illustrated by Catherine Kwon

The canvas looks like it’s covered in constellations, or mold. To achieve this

patterning, Rachael Anderson (ART ’22) bathed the canvas in oil paint floating on

water. The canvas is big, approximately 130’’ by 96’’, and I struggle to imagine

her lifting it and laying it onto the water. “It’s light,” she insists, “like a kite.”

The tender care of bathing a painting is similar to the care Rachael shows to the

subjects of her work. “I’m fascinated by these things that are of the ground, that

are so beautiful. My work is about the overlooked.”

https://yale-herald.com/2022/02/27/looking-to-the-ground-an-interview-with-rachael-anderson/
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She shows me a semi-abstract painting of ivy. It brims with life, but also feels 

chaotic, as though the plants are competing for space. The painting was made in 

her driveway, where she observed the foliage that had situated itself outside her 

neighbor’s house. She tells me, “This was about everything all together. Different, 

yet not separate.” Within this community of plants there is violence, too. “These 

are Norway maples that are invasive to the area. They’re taking over, but are 

mixed with the native ivy. Plus,” she adds, “green is the most toxic paint you can 

buy. It’s made with chlorine and copper.”

Most of Rachael’s work depicts the natural world, though by her telling, 

everything is the natural world. She painted a tire to show that what is industrial is 

not separate from what is natural. “Rubber comes from a plant but has been 

processed into this thing. And we can think of plastic as really processed, violated 

chemicals that come from plants. The oneness is important to me.”

Tangle and Winter Branches, Rachael Anderson

Rachael is taller than I expected. She wears a swirling gray wool cape and 

practical black running shoes. Her tone shifts between curious, incredulous young 

person and still, solemn prophet. She grew up on a farm in Ohio, where her 

parents were rewilding the land that they lived on. She has fond memories of 

growing flowers and arranging them into bouquets to be sold. This relationship to

https://yale-herald.com/


land is at the core of her work. When I ask about her spiritual background, she

tells me, “Earthiness is my language.”

Throughout our conversation, language often fails. Rachael repeatedly breaks into

laughter mid-sentence. Sometimes it’s soft and a bit sheepish, other times it’s

alive with delight. She’s surrendered to the absurdity and wonder of making art,

and to the impossibility of ever really putting what her work is about into words.

“The problem with art is that it’s about being misunderstood.” She bursts into

laughter again. “You either make really didactic art that’s highly legible, or you’re

true to your own vision. It’s impossible to express yourself. You try, and it’s always

a failure.” Yet, despite the impossibility, she tries again. “That’s the artist’s task.”

We keep talking. 

Presence, maybe, is a way of understanding that doesn’t require words. Rachael

views painting from life as a “philosophy of being there with these things, and

recognizing them. Or at least recognizing their inscription on my body.” She’s

currently painting chicken parts—a broken eggshell, a spinal bone, other bones I

cannot identify, all arranged on a piece of foam in her studio. “I’m interested in

how the way they look is a kind of language, and in how the way our bodies are

structured is a kind of language. It’s morbid, but life is pretty morbid.”

When I ask about the difference between painting and photography (Rachael

does both, as well as sculpture), she tells me that painting is closer to the real

thing because it expresses time and space and the artist’s inner world in a way

that photography cannot. She pauses, thinking. “Painting is about presence;

photography is about memory.”

Rachael’s work feels grounded in the earth––in processes of decay and

decomposition, in the materiality of mold and mulch and plant matter—and,

simultaneously, otherworldly. In one painting, twisted branches emerge from

layers of pink and orange mist. It feels ephemeral and ethereal, almost like a

https://yale-herald.com/


dream. Next to the canvas sits the branch itself, propped up in the corner and

large enough to be a tree in its own right. “That’s where mediation comes in,” she

tells me. She gestures at the canvas. “That’s not the tree. That’s my imagined

tree, even though I’ve looked at something directly. That’s where my inner world

comes in. However true to the subject I try to be, it’s �ltered through my body. I’m

at once communicating my experience of the object and the object itself. It’s

about me communing with these other things.”

Moon Tire, Rachael Anderson

I must admit that I have some stake in our conversation. I’m drawn to the natural

world, and to art, and to art that depicts the natural world. I want to believe art

has a place in counteracting the climate crisis, that this kind of work has purpose.

https://yale-herald.com/


I ask Rachael about this. She points back to the painting of a tire, the surface of

which is covered in veiny purple patterning. “I thought, how do I compromise the

automobile industry in an image? Make it have varicose veins. Make it look like it’s

ephemeral. But I don’t know yet how art can help… I have an inkling that being

there with the stuff that’s in trouble could at least inspire someone else to care

about it, too. If I care enough, maybe that care will be expressed to somebody

like you, or to somebody else. But I don’t want to be so delusional about it. I want

to be very grounded. That’s why I paint things on the ground.”

She thinks more. “Sometimes I mention the beauty of the natural world, and

‘natural’ is in quotes, because everything is natural. But there are certain

ecologies that are in danger. Like us. And everything else. Perhaps beauty could

play a role in making people care, but maybe the beauty has to be dangerous

beauty. I think about apples being heavily sprayed in pesticides. They’re toxic,

basically, but they’re so beautiful.”

You can �nd more of Rachael’s work on Instagram: @rachaelcanderson.

A detail of Compost, Rachael Anderson
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